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Instructions for:
Model 75025 & 75225 Adjustable Table Pedestal

PEDESTAL MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
1. Locate a place for mounting pedestal. Ensure
there is an open 6” space below deck and no
cables or reinforcement ribs are in mounting
area.
2. Set pedestal on deck where it will be mounted.
Unscrew locking knob to allow pedestal to
slide. While holding down on the inside tube
assembly, slide the outside tube up in order to
trace around the inside tube. While still holding
the inside tube assembly, slide outside tube
assembly back down to the deck and mark the
6 mounting holes for the base.
3. Cut out center circle in deck. This hole is for
the inner tube when the pedestal is in the
lower position.
4. Drill the six mounting holes in deck using the
proper bit that is compatible with the selected
fasteners. NOTE: Fasteners not provided.
5. Place pedestal on deck and align the holes in
base with holes in deck. Check pedestal for
proper up and down travel.
6. Secure pedestal to boat deck. This deck area
should be adequately reinforced. Use a
backing plate if necessary to make a secure
attachment. It is recommended that the
fasteners go through both deck and backing
plate for best results (See Fig. 1).
TABLE ATTACHMENT INSTRUCTIONS
1. Loosen, don’t remove, locking knob in order to
slide inside tube out of the assembly.
2. Mount table to top base using appropriate
fasteners.
3. Slide inside tube assembly back into outside
tube. The lock block attached to the knob (A)
will need to align with the track on inside tube.
4. Once correctly inserted, secure pedestal in
position at desired height by tightening knob.
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